Scalable Video Coding (SVC) was standardized as an extension of H.264/AVC with the intention to provide flexible adaptation to heterogeneous networks and different end-user requirements, which provides great scalability in multi-point applications such as video conferencing. However, due to the existence of H.264/AVC-based systems, transcoding between AVC and SVC becomes necessary. Most existing works focus on temporal transcoding, quality transcoding or SVC-to-AVC spatial transcoding while the straightforward re-encoding method requires high computational cost. This paper proposes a low-complexity AVC-to-SVC spatial transcoder based on coarse-level mode mapping for video conferencing scenes. First, to omit unnecessary motion estimations (ME) for layers with reduced resolution, an ME skipping scheme based on AVC mode distribution is proposed with an adaptive search range. Then a probabilityprofile based scheme is proposed for further mode skipping. After that 3 coarse-level mode-mapping methods are presented for fast mode decision and the adaptive usage of the 3 methods is discussed. Finally, motion vector (MV) refinement is introduced for further lower-layer time reduction. As for the top layer, direct encapsulation is proposed to preserve better quality and another scheme involving inter-layer predictions is also provided for bandwidth-crucial applications. Simulation results show that proposed transcoder achieves up to 92.6% time reduction without significant coding efficiency loss compared to re-encoding method.
Introduction
The Scalable Video Coding extension of the H.264/AVC standard provides the ability to adapt to diverse client capabilities and requirements, which enables transmission of one bitstream containing multiple subset bitstreams [1] , [2] . These subset streams are organized in layered structure and can be extracted adaptively according to user requirements. SVC provides 3 kinds of scalabilities: spatial (resolution) scalability, temporal (frame rate) scalability and quality (SNR, Signal-to-Noise Ratio) scalability. It is a good solution for video broadcasting and video conferencing which involve multiple terminals with different processing capabilities and network conditions. Performance evaluations of SVC and its key technologies can be found in [3] - [7] .
Though SVC achieves good coding efficiency benefitting from the inter-layer predictions [6] , it is impossible for every existing or under-developing system to support SVC codec. There are a lot of legacy systems or terminals which do not support SVC standard, and newly developed ones may choose another coding standard due to the system characteristic limitations. These systems or terminals are potential participants in a future video conferencing application. In order to communicate with such kind of user ends, transcoding is needed for SVC-based systems. Now let's assume a multiparty video conferencing scenario, as shown in Fig. 1 . Part A is a new video conferencing system based on SVC standard, and part C is a personal PDA user with limited network bandwidth who supports only AVC codec for processing small size frames. Part B is a legacy multipoint control unit (MCU) [8] based system which also supports only H.264/AVC standard. Assume that a desktop PC in B sends a frame to a mobile in A, or a notebook PC in A sends a frame to a PDA in C, the receivers may be unable to decode or even receive. One straightforward solution is to transmit multiple AVC streams simultaneously. However, this requires the elements within the SVC system to handle not only SVC behaviours but also AVC multi-stream behaviours, and the benefits of SVC standard can not be utilized. Therefore, transcoding between AVC and SVC is needed in order to insure the homogeneous behaviour within SVC system and to utilize the SVC benefits. Note that B probably can not transcode between AVC and SVC since SVC is later standardized than AVC. Therefore, as a solution to provide backward compatibility, the gateway for system B should integrate the functionality of transcoding between AVC and SVC. A simple and straightforward solution for transcoding is the cascaded re-encoding architecture [9] , which fully decodes the input bitstream and then re-encodes. It usu- Copyright c 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ally requires high computational cost. In earlier works on transcoding, the majority of interest focused on 2 directions: homogeneous transcoding (same coding standard for input & output bitstreams) [9] and heterogeneous transcoding (different coding standards for input & output bitstreams) [10] , [11] . Though SVC has a layered structure, the AVC/SVC transcoding is more of a homogeneous transcoding due to SVC's AVC-compatible single layer encoding, except for the inter-layer predictions. Most conventional works focus on single layer transcoding for bit-rate reduction [12] - [17] , spatial/temporal resolution reduction [17] - [21] , CBR (constant bit-rate) and VBR (variable bit-rate) conversion, error-resilience transcoding and so on [9] . Newly developed works include AVC/SVC temporal transcoding [22] , quality transcoding [23] - [26] , and SVC-to-AVC spatial transcoding [27] . AVC-to-SVC spatial transcoding has not been fully investigated in existing literatures except for [28] which integrates some existing techniques and achieves about 2/3 time reduction. However, the PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) drops about 1 dB at the same bit-rate compared with re-encoding method for many cases, probably due to the introduced inter-layer prediction, non-optimal mode decision and proportional MV scaling.
For reduced resolution transcoding, [18] - [21] proposed approaches in the DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform)-domain, which basically achieve larger time reduction compared with pixel-domain approaches. However, drift problem occurs and should be compensated, which needs additional calculation effort and decreases the overall gain. The resultant PSNR drops a lot, averagely about 0.5-0.9 dB for [18] , 0.3-0.4 dB for [19] , 0.7-1.6 dB for [20] and 0.5-1.5 dB for [21] . Since in video conferencing systems, the quality is usually expected to remain as much as possible, these DCT-domain approaches are not suitable. [17] and [29] are pixel-domain transcoding methods. In [17] the authors utilize 4-to-1 MV mapping with refinement which involves no sub-macroblocks (H.263), and the complexity reduction is claimed to be 23% averagely with approximately 0.7 dB PSNR loss. [29] presents a mode-mapping based downscaling transcoding method. Though refinement through an MV-based block merging scheme is possible, the PSNR still drops about 1-4 dB due to the underlying proportional mapping.
This paper investigates AVC-to-SVC spatial transcoding and proposes a coarse-level mode-mapping based lowcomplexity transcoding architecture for video conferencing. For SVC lower-layer encoding, an ME skipping scheme based on the mode distribution of input AVC stream is adopted for saving unnecessary ME calculations. The search range for ME skipping scheme is determined through an adaptive way. A following probability-profile based mode control method is applied for further mode skipping. Then, for non-skippable MBs, 3 coarse-level mode-mapping methods are presented with different tradeoff between coding efficiency and computational complexity, and the adaptive usage of these methods is also explained. Finally, MV refinement is introduced for further time reduction after mode decision. For SVC top-layer encoding, 2 schemes with different focus on quality or bit-rate are discussed. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the reference model, i.e. re-encoding method. Overall architecture and algorithms are described in Sect. 3, and Sects. 4 & 5 explain the proposed methods in detail for lower layers and top layer respectively. Experimental results are given in Sect. 6, followed by conclusions in Sect. 7.
Reference Model Analysis
The cascaded pixel-domain re-encoding architecture for AVC-to-SVC spatial transcoding [28] is selected as the starting point of proposed transcoder and serves as a reference model. 3 procedures are involved: input AVC bitstream decoding, downsampling and SVC encoding (with adaptive inter-layer predictions). Table 1 shows the time cost distribution in re-encoding model for 8 test sequences which will be specified in Sect. 6. As expected, the most timeconsuming part is the SVC encoding procedure, which involves motion estimations. AVC decoding and downsampling procedures are trivial in computation cost compared with SVC encoding. Complexity reduction in SVC encoding is necessary on the road towards low-delay transcoding for video conferencing. Reduction in top layer is simple since R-D (Rate-Distortion) optimized information from AVC bitstream is available. The follows paragraph discusses the possible solutions for time reduction in reducedresolution transcoding.
Though more general and statistical analysis is preferred, we only give some representative data to show the trend of motion data correlation between original frame and reduced-resolution frame. Table 2 shows the mode percentage difference for AVC frame and SVC downsized frame at a randomly selected frame in dyadic transcoding. Here the INTER refers to non-SKIP inter modes, and it holds for the rest of this paper. It can be inferred from the table that AVC-coded frame and corresponding downsized SVC-coded frame have similar mode distribution. Therefore, mode information reuse is possible. Tables 3 and 4 show the average number of MBs within co-located region (4 MBs in total) in input AVC frame which have the same mode or partition as SVC low-resolution MB. We can see that the mode tends to be similar for co-located positions while the partition tends to be very different. Based on this observation, the mode skipping schemes in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 are proposed. Besides, although the mode distributions are similar, the MB partitions are usually loosely coupled as shown in Fig. 2 which shows an example for mode and partition comparison. Table 5 shows the percentage difference for INTER partitions which contains large fluctuations for many cases. Therefore, conventional methods based on proportional partition mapping is not suitable. To address this problem, the mode mapping and MV refinement schemes are proposed in Sect. 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 3 shows the proposed transcoder. Although the proposed methods in following sections are applicable to multiple layers, here for simplicity and clarity we only show the 2-layer structure. Both motion compensation (MC) and downsampling are processed in pixel domain. The marks E, Q, T, E 1 , E 2 stand for entropy coding, quantization, trans- I: The mode of SVC low-resolution MB II: The number of same-mode MBs within 4 co-located MBs ("-" means no such a mode in low-resolution frame) formation, top-layer entropy coding and lower-layer entropy coding respectively. For the lower-layer ME, 4 proposed schemes are applied -2 mode skipping schemes, 1 mode mapping scheme (incl. 3 sub-schemes) and 1 MV mapping scheme. First, the ME skipping scheme is applied with the intention to skip unlikely mode types which is described in Sect. 4.1. The following profile-based mode control method (Sect. 4.2) is utilized if more than 2 candidate mode types remain after ME skipping. Then, the coarse-level mode-mapping method is applied for INTER MBs which are not skipped by previous steps. Section 4.3 presents 3 such kind of methods and explains the adaptive usage of the 3 methods. And at last, MV refinement is applied for further time reduction.
Overall Transcoding Architecture
A is a switch which changes the top-layer strategy according to the network condition. If the bandwidth is enough, the upper routine described in Sect. 5.1 with wellpreserved top-layer quality will be selected. Otherwise, the lower routine described in Sect. 5.2 will be adopted for lower bit-rate with degraded top-layer quality. 
Proposed Lower-Layer Transcoding Schemes

ME Skipping Scheme
Although downsampling methods cannot completely construct the relation between high-resolution and lowresolution frames, we notice that there is a rough rule between them, that is the similar mode distribution. If the lower-layer MB is mode X (INTER, INTRA or SKIP; no concern about sub-partitions), then the input AVC frame co-located region (consisting of β 2 MBs and β is the scaling factor) is probably also mode X. This is usually the case except for some irregular MBs caused by downsampling losses. Based on this rule, an ME skipping scheme is proposed.
First an adaptive search range in high-resolution frame is defined. The lower bound for the search range is β × β (co-located MBs). Assume that the top-layer resolution is M × N, then the upper bound is set to U × U according to Eqs. (1) 
& (2).
S R Width
The round(.) operator calculates the nearest integer for the parameter. α is the percentage of MBs in search range over entire frame. Equation (1) calculates the search range width measured in terms of MBs, and Eq. (2) maps the value to multiples of scaling factor in order to make the search range symmetrical to co-located region. Too large α decreases overall time reduction and too small value will lead to non-statistical result. Through vast experiments over different sequences, we found that generally 0.04 gave good performance. In dyadic transcoding (β = 2), the upper bound is 4×4 for CIF size, 6×6 for VGA size and 12×12 for 720p size when α is set to 0.04. Figure 4 shows an example for VGA sequence. The grey region shows the co-located MBs and the numbers mean the search order (from 1 to 36 with increasing distance to center -decreasing relevance to 
lower-layer MB).
The search range is adapted MB by MB between lower bound and upper bound according to the homogeneity of previous MB. If the search range of previous MB contains only one type of mode, it is considered smoothed and the current MB will decrease the search range by [−2, −2] (e.g. 6 × 6 -> 4 × 4). Otherwise, it is considered detailed and the search range will be enlarged by [+2, +2]. Of course, the search range will not across the boundaries.
Then check the modes of these MBs in the search range in predefined order. If SKIP, INTER or INTRA exists, estimate this mode respectively. On the contrary, if some mode does not exist in the search range, then skip the estimation for this mode. This scheme works efficiently when some mode is concentrated in limited areas, which means the other modes may be skipped by proposed scheme.
Probability-Profile Based Mode Decision Control
If more than 2 modes out of SKIP, INTER and INTRA are not skipped by the method in Sect. 4.1, a scheme for further mode selection is adopted by maintaining a profile of mode percentages for high-resolution frame. This method tries to "catch up with" the percentage profile of high-resolution frame.
Assume that we are processing an MB in lower layer. Let N X be the number of mode X in high-resolution frame up to current co-located MBs, N X be the lower-layer number of mode X over all previous MBs. ΔN is the maximum al- lowed difference between high-resolution frame and scaled lower layer in terms of MBs and ΔN is the actual difference as shown in Eq. (3). β is the scaling factor and M X calculated by Eq. (4) is a signed measurement for the lower-layer deviation from top layer, ranged from −1 to 1. P X denotes the probability of mode X for current MB in lower layer and Eq. (5) maps its range to [0, 1] . ΔN is typically set to 20 in our dyadic experiments which means the maximum allowed deviation for lower-layer is 5 MBs (20/2 2 ).
For each existing mode, a lottery function based on the estimated probability P X is applied to judge whether to skip that mode. If all the modes are skipped, the mode with largest probability will be selected. Figure 5 shows an example for INTER mode. The horizontal axis denotes the lower-layer MB number and the vertical axis is the percentage of INTER-coded MBs. The straight line shows the profile for high-resolution frame and the dotted line shows the profile for lower layer by proposed method. It can be seen that the mode distribution is well mirrored.
Coarse-Level Mode-Mapping Methods
Although there is a similar mode distribution rule between high-resolution and low-resolution frames, this is not the case for partitions and MVs of INTER MBs. They have rarely proportional relations. Therefore, lower layer should not be mapped by scaling partition and MV directly [29] . Instead, we find another coarse-level rule that if lower-layer MB has few details, AVC co-located MBs usually also have few details. On the contrary, if lower-layer MB has many details, AVC co-located MBs probably also have many details (but not have to be proportional). Based on this rule, 3 mode mapping methods for INTER estimation with different tradeoff between coding efficiency and complexity are explained in the following paragraphs, and an adaptive usage is proposed to achieve an optimal combination of the 3 methods.
The first method is the direct-mapping method, which is a 4-to-1 mapping as shown in Fig. 6 . This method first checks the co-located MBs to see if 8 × 8 mode (no concern about sub-partitions) exists. If it exists, stop the procedure and estimate 8 × 8 (incl. sub-partitions) only. Otherwise, continue to check 8 × 16, 16 × 8 and 16 × 16 similarly. If no mode is selected at last, all INTER modes will be estimated.
Candidate-mapping method is the second approach which performs ME for candidate modes only. This method selects co-located MBs' modes as candidates for lower-layer encoding, as shown in Fig. 7 . It checks 8 × 8, 8 × 16, 16 × 8 and 16 × 16 sequentially in co-located MBs. If some mode exists, it will be added to estimation list. Otherwise, it will not be added. When the procedure finishes, only the modes in estimation list will be estimated. If no mode exists in the estimation list at last, all INTER modes will be estimated.
Another method is the priority-mapping method, which performs ME based on priority. The priory is defined as: 8 × 8 > {8 × 16, 16 × 8} > 16 × 16. This is because the complexity and uncertainty of detailed MB is larger than smooth one. This method checks from 8 × 8 to 16 × 16 as shown in Fig. 8 . If some mode exists, estimate all modes with larger (or equal) priority. Similarly, if no INTER mode exists at last, all modes will be estimated.
These methods reuse the AVC stream information at a coarser level which involves no sub-partitions due to the irregularity of sub-partitions. Table 6 in Sect. 6 shows that the direct mapping method has the largest complexity reduction while priority mapping method achieves the best coding efficiency, and candidate mapping method performs moderately. In proposed transcoder, they are combined adaptively according to the homogeneity of current search range. 3 levels are defined: level 1 with less than 1/3 SKIP or IN-TER 16×16 modes in current search range, level 2 with less than 2/3 but more than 1/3 SKIP or INTER 16×16 modes, level 3 with more than 2/3 SKIP or INTER 16×16 modes. Level 1 is the most detailed, so the most accurate prioritymapping method is adopted. Level 2 is moderately detailed and candidate-mapping method is selected. Direct-mapping method is used in level 3 which is the least detailed.
MV Refinement Scheme
Some conventional works focused on MV refinement based on nearly whole-frame MV mapping [18] , [30] , which turned out to be inaccurate and caused efficiency loss. However, MV refinement is expected to be more efficient in homogeneous area compared with detailed area since less MVs are involved. Detailed area which leads to more MVs will increase the complexity and uncertainty for MV mapping. In proposed transcoder, MV refinement is only applied for MBs whose co-located MBs are all SKIP or IN-TER 16×16. Before applying the MV refinement another check is executed -the MV diversity of co-located MBs. Equation (6) calculates the arithmetic average MV among co-located MBs. β is the scaling factor and MV i x & MV i y represent the horizontal and vertical components for i th MB respectively. Equation (7) calculates the diversities of horizontal and vertical MV components by summing the absolute difference (SAD) between the MVs of co-located MBs and the average MV.
Then the SAD values are compared with pre-defined thresholds, as shown in Eq. (8) . If Eq. (8) holds, the MV refinement is applicable. Otherwise, it will not be performed. Smaller thresholds will constrict the applicable rate while larger thresholds will result in worse coding efficiency. In our experiments, the thresholds T h x and T h y are both set to 4 since small thresholds give no harm anyhow.
If the MV refinement is feasible, INTER 16×16 is chosen as the lower-layer MB mode. The scaled average MV calculated by Eq. (9) will be used for lower-layer ME, and it is used as the starting point for motion search with a much smaller search range compared to original search window. In our experiments, the refinement search range is selected as [−2, +2] for both horizontal and vertical components.
Proposed Top-Layer Transcoding Schemes
Direct Encapsulation
One approach for top-layer transcoding is to transmit the top-layer bit-rates directly without full decoding and reencoding. The top-layer AVC bitstream is first VLC (Variable Length Coding) decoded and then VLC re-coded using SVC encoder. There is no quality loss since no quantization is needed. After the VLC re-coding, the top-layer bitstream is multiplexed with lower-layer bitstream which is generated using proposed lower-layer schemes. This behaviour is actually very similar to simulcast transmission except that the final bitstream formats are different. In simulcast, the bitstreams are transmitted as 2 AVC streams while in direct encapsulation method the bitstreams are multiplexed into SVC format. [6] points out that the SVC coding tools are less efficient for spatial scalability especially for simple and slow-motion scenes, which is often the case in video conferencing applications. Therefore, direct encapsulation is recommended for video conferencing if the bandwidth is sufficient.
Inter-Layer Prediction Utilization
As another choice, the inter-layer predictions can be utilized when the bandwidth is crucial. In direct encapsulation method, R-D costs for different modes which the inter-layer predictions need can not be obtained since there is no ME performed in top layer. As shown in Fig. 3 , we only recalculate the R-D cost according to the mode and MV got from the AVC bitstream, which have been R-D optimized already. It should be noticed that the source sequence can not be obtained on the transcoder side, so we use the decoded sequence instead as the input for R-D cost calculation in SVC encoder, just like the re-encoding method. The inter-layer motion and intra predictions act the same as original SVC encoder while residual prediction is only performed for the corresponding mode and MV got from AVC frame.
Although the transcoder processing speed decreases a little, the overall complexity is still kept very low since ME is not performed. The drawback for this scheme is the degraded quality due to a second-time quantization loss. It is recommended for bandwidth-crucial applications. are carefully selected to insure the comparability between proposed transcoder and the reference model. Table 6 shows the lower layer gains for the 3 methods as well as the adaptive usage, compared with re-encoding model. The methods in Sects. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4 are applied and mode-mapping method is switched between the 4 methods described in Sect. 4.3. It can be seen that adaptive method achieves almost the same time reduction as candidate method, while obtaining comparable coding efficiency to priority method. It should be noticed that proposed adaptive method achieves 69.6% time reduction averagely for the top 4 sequences, which are video-conferencing similar scenes. For the following 4 sequences, the time reduction is only 35.1% averagely. Table 7 shows the top-layer results for the 2 top-layer methods. The adaptive method in Sect. 4.3 is selected as lower-layer transcoding method along with other schemes (Sects. 4.1, 4.2 & 4.3). The bit-rate data contains only toplayer bit-rate and the lower-layer bit-rate is not included. To fairly compare the top layer quality, the Y-PSNR between original sequence (user side, encoded by AVC and sent to transcoder) and the reconstructed sequence after transcoding are calculated, since it's meaningless to calculate the Y-PSNR between decoded sequence (transcoder side, decoded and used as SVC encoder input) and reconstructed sequence which is identical to the original one in case of direct encapsulation. Table 8 shows the overall results. The lower-layer scheme is fixed -Sects. 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and adaptive method in Sect. 4.3. Both the overall bit-rate increments and overall time reductions are shown for the 2 top-layer methods.
The direct encapsulation method gains averagely 91% overall time reduction for tested sequences with 6.69% overall bit-rate increase and 1.34 dB top-layer quality increment. The time reduction for top 4 sequences is 1.6% larger than the lower 4 sequences. The merit for this method is the significant time reduction and the well-preserved top-layer quality since there is no second-time encoding.
By contrast, the ILP approach keeps the overall bit-rate low while still obtaining 78.7% overall time reduction averagely. It decreases the bit-rate increment to 1.71%. The time reduction for lower 4 sequences decreases by 7.9% compared with top 4 sequences. It is suitable for applications with limited network bandwidth. The main drawback is the degraded top-layer quality due to re-quantization loss which is a little worse than re-encoding method. Figure 9 shows the top-layer R-D curves for reencoding method and proposed transcoder with 2 different top-layer methods (Sects. 5.1 & 5.2). The X-axis shows the overall bit-rate since in ILP the lower-layer bit-rate is required for top-layer decoding. It would be unfair if we only compare the top-layer bit-rates. The Y-axis shows the Y-PSNR for top layer. We can see that the direct encapsulation method achieves best coding efficiency while ILP method is slightly worse than re-encoding method. Direct encapsulation method achieves higher quality and lower complexity compared with re-encoding method, while the overall bitrate increases. The degree of quality increment is much higher than bit-rate increase, resulting in higher coding efficiency. ILP method achieves lower complexity compared with re-encoding method, however, the quality degrades a little and the bit-rate increases a little, causing the coding efficiency to decrease.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a low-complexity AVC to SVC spatial transcoder based on coarse-level mode mapping for video conferencing systems. For lower layer (with reduced picture size) transcoding, 2 mode skipping methods are first applied as described in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2. Then a coarse level mode-mapping method is applied which adaptively selects different sub-schemes described in Sect. 4.3, followed by an MV refinement scheme for special cases for further time reduction. And for the top layer (with identical picture size to AVC frame), 2 schemes are possible according to the network condition. Section 5.1 depicts the direct encapsulation method which is suitable when the bandwidth is sufficient, and Sect. 5.2 shows another approach which utilizes the inter-layer predictions of SVC for reducing the bit-rate. Simulation results show that direct encapsulation method achieves significant time reduction with much higher coding efficiency than re-encoding method, since no secondtime quantization is involved. The ILP method achieves lower bit-rate than direction encapsulation when the QP is the same, while the time reduction reduces by 12.3% averagely. The coding performance of ILP method is slightly worse than re-encoding method. 
